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Plain language

History 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is plain language?Communication that your audience or readers can understand the first time they hear or read it.



History
 1970s:
 President Nixon 
 the Federal Register be written in “layman's terms.” 

 Federal Communications Commission 
 Citizens Band Radios rules 

 President Carter
 Executive Orders intended to make government regulations 

“cost-effective and easy-to-understand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Awareness of the need for clear language isn't new in the US government.In 1977, the Federal Communications Commission issued rules for Citizens Band Radios that were written as a series of short questions and answers, with personal pronouns, sentences in the active voice, and clear instructions.  FCC’s regulations were probably the first to appear entirely in plain English. 



History
 1980s:

 President Reagan rescinded President Carter's Executive 
Orders

 Social Security Administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
President Reagan rescinded President Carter's Executive Orders, and there was limited progress in the Federal Government during the 1980s. It was an agency-by-agency decision whether or not to make plain, clear writing a priority. Some agencies did. Social Security Administration (SSA) made it a priority to communicate more clearly with the public, revising many of their notices into plain language.



History
 1990s:
 President Clinton issued a Presidential Memorandum 
 Vice President Al Gore presented No Gobbledygook 

awards 
 The Securities and Exchange Commission 
 The Plain English Handbook

 Veteran’s Benefits Administration 
 Reader Focused Writing

 Plain  English Network was formed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1990s:In 1998, President Clinton issued a Presidential Memorandum that formalized the requirement for federal employees to write in plain language, requiring all new regulations to be written clearly by January 1, 1999. The President also directed that all other written communication with citizens use plain language in all new documents, other than regulations, that explain how to obtain a benefit or service or how to comply with a requirement you administer or enforce.He assigned Vice President Al Gore to monitor and encourage this initiative. Vice President Gore believed that plain language promotes trust in government  As the lead for the plain language initiative, he presented No Gobbledygook awards monthly to federal employees who took bureaucratic messages and turned them into plain language that citizens can understand.Arthur Levitt, Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission at the time, was a champion of plain language and realized how critical it is for financial documents. The SEC handbook remains an excellent resource on plain language writing.Veteran’s Benefits Administration began training many thousands of staff in Reader Focused Writing, so that letters and notices to veterans are easier to read and so that veterans understand better how to apply for the benefits they deserve.In the mid 90’s, a group of federal employees formed Plain English Network. In the early 2000’s we changed our name to the Plain Language Action and Information Network. Our goal is to promote the use of plain language for all government communications. We believe that using plain language will save federal agencies time and money and provide better service to the American public.  We are responsible for www.plainlanguage.gov.



History
 2000s:
 The Bush administration did not have a formal plain 

language initiative. 
 Many agencies have strong, active plain-language programs 

in place.
 Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
 U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service (USCIS)
 Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
 National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLAIN believes the public deserves to understand what its government is doing for them and expects of them. Whether or not there is a government-wide mandate to use plain language as government leaders come and go, the initiative has taken hold. The public is beginning to see the difference plain, clear writing can make. They are starting to expect no less from their government.



The Plain Writing Act of 2010



Plain Writing Act of 2010
 Act requires federal agencies to use clear communication 

that the public can understand.

 Included are documents that:
 Are needed to get federal benefits or services or for filing 

taxes;
 Provide information about benefits or services; or
 Explain how to comply with requirements administered or 

enforced by the federal government

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Act requires federal agencies to use clear communication that the public can understand.Documents included under the Act are:needed to get federal benefits or services or for filing taxesprovide information about benefits or servicesExplain how to comply with requirements administered or enforced by the federal government



Plain Writing Act of 2010
By July 13, 2011 agencies must:
 Designate a senior official for "plain writing" 
 Explain and train agency staff on the Act
 Set up  a procedure to oversee implementation of the Act
 Have agency points of contact for the Act
 Post compliance plans on line

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By July 13, 2011 agencies must:Designate a senior official for "plain writing" Explain the Act's requirements to staff Train agency staff in plain writing Establish a procedure to oversee the implementation of the Act within the agency Designate staff as points of contact for the agency plain writing web page Web page needs to give the public a way to provide input on: its implementation of the Act and its reports under the ActPost compliance plan for meeting the requirements of the Act on its plain writing web page 



Plain Writing Act of 2010
Starting October 13, 2011 agencies must:
 Use plain language in any new or substantially revised 

document 
 Write annual compliance reports and post these reports 

on its plain language web page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting October 13, 2011 agencies must:Use plain language in any new or substantially revised document that:Is needed to get federal benefits or services or for filing taxes, orProvides information about benefits or services, orExplains how to comply with requirements administered or enforced by the federal governmentWrite annual compliance reports and post these reports on its plain writing web page



Regulations
 The Act does not cover regulations
 The following Executive Orders emphasize the need for 

plain language in regulations: 
 E.O.  13563 Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review
 E.O. 12866  Regulatory Planning and Review
 E.O. 12988  Civil Justice Reform

 Best Practices for Federal Agencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the Act does not cover regulations, the following Executive Orders emphasize the need for plain language in regulations:          E.O. 13563 says that our regulatory system must ensure that regulations are written in plain language. (Sec. 1 Par. (a)).E.O. 12866 Regulatory planning and review - says that regulations must be "simple and easy to understand, with the goal of minimizing uncertainty and litigation..." (Sec. 1, Par. (b)(12)) E.O. 12988  Civil Justice Reform says that each regulation must specify its effect "in clear language". (Sec. 3 Par. (b)(2)).Best Practices for Federal Agencies – for regulations.gov and Federal Docket Management System (FDMS)	states that agencies should use plain writing:In regulatory documents, descriptions, and content to make sure that stakeholders have a clear understanding of agency requirements and intentions, and[plain writing should also be used]when conducting detailed analyses, comparisons of alternative solutions, and creating supporting documentation to increase understanding and reduce uncertainty. 



Examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plain Language:Shows customer focusCommunicates effectivelyEliminates barriers Reduces time spent explainingImproves compliance



Veteran’s Benefits Administration
 Every several years the Veterans Benefits Administration 

sends a letter to all veterans, asking them for an up-to-
date beneficiary.

 If a veteran dies and the beneficiary listed in his VA file 
isn’t valid, the VA must find a valid beneficiary.

 It costs the VA several thousand dollars to do the 
research to find a valid beneficiary.



Veteran’s Benefits Administration

Higher response rate, lower costs

Estimated savings

$8 mil every mailing 
cycle

Response Rate

Original letter 35%

Plain Language Letter 58% 



Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms

 Revised a regulation on labeling beer into plain language.
 Administered questions based on the regulation to two 

groups – beer industry insiders and related industry.
 Comprehension, based on correct answers, was higher 

for the plain language version –
Beer industry insiders - + 19%
Other industry - +27%



Housing and Urban Development

HUD wanted to 
 Save borrowers money by encouraging them to shop for 

the most economical mortgage,

 Provide borrowers with a summary of loan terms that 
helped them ask questions about the offer, and

 Identify clearly the settlement costs so borrowers could 
make an informed decision about which mortgage offered 
the best deal.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A contractor explored what people didn’t understand about the Good Faith Estimate form lenders provide to borrowers.They did 7 rounds of testing of new draft forms, exploring different solutions to several clarity problems.Test results of the final version show that participants can correctly identify and choose the lowest cost loan with 85% accuracy. 



Housing and Urban Development

 HUD economists estimate that encouraging borrowers 
to shop for loan offers saves them on average $700 each.

 Total potential savings to borrowers from the new form, 
based on projections of numbers of borrowers, is $8.75 
billion annually.



TIPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Logical organizationThe active voiceCommon, everyday wordsShort sentences“You” and other pronounsLists and tablesEasy-to-read design featuresPlain Language is NOT:1.	Baby talk, or an attempt to be folksy, playful, or pc2.	Stripping out necessary technical and legal information3.	Just editorial “polishing” after you finish writing4.	Imprecise



Writing for your audience

Put yourself in your reader’s shoes
 Who is my audience?
 What does my audience need to know?
 What does my audience already know about the subject?
 What questions will my audience have?



Use active voice

Be transparent!  Show who or what is doing the action 
upfront. 

Instead of:  New regulations were proposed. 

Use: The Department of Transportation 
proposed new regulations. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Active Voice: Eliminates ambiguity:Passive: “It must be done.”Active: “You must do it.” Emphasizes important messagesPassive: “O-ring temperature will be achieved at 32 degreesActive: “The O-rings will fail at 32 degrees.”



Organize to help the reader
 Anticipate questions an informed reader is 

likely to ask

 Organize writing to answer questions in the 
order the reader will ask them



Simpler is Better

“The spherical object used for recreational purposes, 
sometimes referred to by individuals as a ‘ball,’ was struck 
by a male humanoid who responded to, and was given by 
his progenitors the moniker of, ‘Jack.’ ” 



Simpler is Better

Jack hit the ball 



Use short sentences
 Only one subject in each sentence

 Avoid complexity and confusion

 Aim for 20 words per sentence or fewer



Keep it short
With respect to the review of existing regulations and the  promulgation of new 

regulations, section 3(a) of Executive Order 12988, “Civil Justice Reform,” 61 FR 4729 
(February 7, 1996), imposes on Executive agencies the general duty to adhere to the 
following requirements:  (1) Eliminate drafting errors and ambiguity; (2) write regulations 
to minimize litigation; and (3) provide a clear legal standard for affected conduct rather 
than a general standard and promote simplification and burden reduction.  With regard 
to the review required by section 3(a), section 3(b) of Executive Order 12988 specifically 
requires that Executive agencies make every reasonable effort to ensure that the 
regulation:  (1) Clearly specifies the preemptive effect, if any; (2) clearly specifies any 
effect on existing Federal law or regulation; (3) provides a clear legal standard for 
affected conduct while promoting simplification and burden reduction; (4) specifies the 
retroactive effect, if any; (5) adequately defines key terms; and (6) addresses other 
important issues affecting clarity and general draftsmanship under any guidelines issued 
by the Attorney General.  Section 3(c) of Executive Order 12988 requires Executive 
agencies to review regulations in light of applicable standards in section 3(a) and section 
3(b) to determine whether they are met or it is unreasonable to meet one or more of 
them.  DHS has completed the required review and determined that, to the extent 
permitted by law, this final rule meets the relevant standards of Executive Order 12988.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Really?? Who is going to read this?



Keep it short

This rule meets the requirements found in sections 3(a) 
and 3(b)(2) of Executive Order 12988. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
12988 is the civil justice reform EO.  



Jargon and acronyms

 Avoid obscure and archaic language 
 Example: Hereby, Wherefore, ab initio

 Use language your audience is familiar with
 Instead of: The patient is being given positive-pressure 

ventilatory support. 
 Use: The patient is on a respirator. 

 Define your acronyms 
 You may use your Transportation Worker Identification 

Credential (TWIC) at port authority checkpoints. 



Resources



Resources
 PLAIN monthly meetings
 Held the 2nd Wednesday of each month.

 PLAIN’s website: www.plainlanguage.gov
 Federal Plain Language Guidelines.
 http://www.plainlanguage.gov/howto/guidelines/bigdoc/index.cf

m

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GSA Webcontent Managers are developing plain language webinarsNIH has an online plain language course open to the publicFAA Plain Language programUSCIS Plain Language programSEC Plain English Initiative
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